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Greg Johnson on: "The Achievement of Anne Sexton"
At the heart of Anne Sexton's poetry is a search for identity, and her well-known infatuation
with death--the cause of her rather notorious fame, and the apparent reason her work is often
dismissed as beneath serious consideration--has little to do with this search; in her best work,
in fact, it is most often an annoying irrelevancy, however potent it seems in its occasional
command of the poet's psyche. Quite simply, Sexton's poetry is a poetry of life, and if her
work is "confessional" at times, or even most of the time, this does not mean that the poet's
confessions (the word itself is misleading) necessarily describe experiences ridden with guilt
or pain. This is where Sexton's poetry diverges so dramatically from that of Sylvia Plath, of
whom she is frequently seen as a kind of epigonic follower. Plath mythologizes death with
great power and succinctness, and places herself at the center of a myth whose message is
"blackness--blackness and silence"; her vision is brutally nihilistic, and she embraces it
willingly. Plath's struggle is that of the mythmaker--primarily artistic rather than personal, since
the personal self is mercilessly pared away in her poetry (as are all other selves) in deference
to the controlling myth. Anne Sexton, on the other hand, speaks longingly and lovingly of a
world of health, of childlike wholeness--a world toward which she struggles valiantly and
against insuperable odds. To understand her poetry as a record of this struggle, and as a
testament to its value and importance, is to appreciate its special relevance to the
contemporary world, a world of increasing disjunction between personal and social selves and
one whose chaotic, literally "maddening" effect on the individual mind Anne Sexton manages
to convey with that blend of craft and vulnerability that is her special magic.

Unlike Plath, and certainly unlike Robert Lowell--with whom her name is also frequently and
pointlessly linked--Sexton is a Primitive, an extraordinarily intense artist who confronts her
experience with unsettling directness, largely innocent of "tradition" and privately developing
an idiom exactly suited to that experience. As Louis Simpson remarked after the publication of
her first book, "This then is a phenomenon ... to remind us, when we have forgotten in the
weariness of literature, that poetry can happen." The reader's sense of the direct and
seemingly spontaneous quality of Sexton's earliest volumes--To Bedlam and Partway Back
(1960), All My Pretty Ones (1962) and Live or Die (1966)--can partially be explained by noting
that she first began writing poetry, at the age of twenty-eight, as a form of personal therapy, a
way of formalizing past traumas and of coping with an increasing sense of disorientation in
her conventional role of suburban wife and mother. Her emotional instability, including her
suicidal impulses, contributed to the immediacy, rawness and power of much of the poetry.
This kind of therapy no doubt helped the poet in her personal life, but what is heroic in
Sexton's case, and particularly relevant to her readers, is the earnestness and scrupulosity
with which she mastered her craft, developed her highly original voice, and set about the task
of communicating her experience to others. That Anne Sexton herself later succumbed to the
"weariness of literature"--her later work, on the whole, is distinctly inferior to her early poetry,
and verges at times on self-parody--and finally to her own destructive impulses, does not
diminish the value and irresistible power of her finest achievements, which speak to us in a
voice by turns inspired and beleaguered, joyful and aggrieved, lost in the confusions of self
but found, ultimately, in her masterful articulation of her experience as a whole, a complex
experience which serves as a painfully truthful mirror of the age.
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